
A Sonova brand

Discover what’s next

Hearing aids 
you’ll love

Reclaim your 
conversations 
Introducing a family of hearing aids 
that will get you back to participating 
in conversations, even in the most 
challenging listening situations. 

Plus, your hearing aids will � t right in 
with your digital world, o� ering easy 
connections to your favourite tech and 
media. And our rechargeable options 
will keep you going all day long, from 
sunup to sundown worry-free.

We’ll work together to make sure your 
journey of buying and wearing hearing 
aids is empowering, easy and flexible. 

So get ready to love the experience.

More power 
to you

Our rechargeable solutions will keep 
working even when you’re ready for bed. 
And they’ll be ready again in the morning 

before you are, thanks to proven lithium-ion 
rechargeable technology you can rely on.

Moxi Move R charger is also used with Moxi Jump R T.

Moxi Move R charger

Stride P R charger

Connect to your 
favourite tech

You can enjoy easy, direct connections 
with the people you care about, with 
hands-free phone calls, video calls, 

Skype and FaceTime® – on all phones 
and to both ears.*† It’s simple – when 
your phone rings in your hearing aids 

just press the button on them and 
you’re in the conversation. There’s no 

need to hold a phone.

And with stereo media streaming you 
can connect to your favourite media like 

podcasts, music and online video.

*Smartphones and traditional mobile phones with 
a compatible Bluetooth® Hands-Free Profi le.

†Not available on Insera 312 Omni or Insera 10A Omni hearing aids.

Moxi™ Move R
Rechargeable

Insera™ W 312 Directional
Traditional battery

With wireless connectivity

Insera 312 Omni
Traditional battery

Insera 10A Omni
Traditional battery

An outstanding 
line-up

All of our hearing aids are stylish, 
comfortable, and easy to use. Together 
we’ll choose the one that’s best for you.

Products shown at actual size.
Compatibility may be limited by product style.

Moxi Jump R T
Rechargeable

Moxi Fit
Traditional battery

Stride P R
Rechargeable

Stride™ M
Traditional battery

Receiver-in-canal with wireless connectivity

Behind-the-ear with wireless connectivity

In-the-ear
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Unitron is a hearing solution company that believes people 
should feel really good about the entire hearing care experience, 
start to finish. Our ingenious products, technologies, services 
and programs offer a level of personalization you canʼt get 
anywhere else. Get ready to Love the experience.
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Covered wherever you go
We believe a warranty is a warranty no matter where 

you are. In over 80 countries around the globe, 
travel with your hearing aids worry-free.

Colours that captivate

Receiver-in-canal and behind-the-ear 
hearing aid options

Cinnamon (Q9) Amber suede (S2)

Amber (P2) Charcoal (P8)

Espresso (P4) Beige (01)

Platinum (P6) Pewter (P7)

In-the-ear hearing aid options

Beige (26) Brown (28)

Cocoa (22) Black* (06)

*Black is an extra option on the IIC style only.



Di� erent technology levels are available 
for your hearing aids. We’ll work together 
to choose the one that best matches your 
listening lifestyle and needs.

Discover your technology level

WHAT’S INCLUDED WHAT YOU’RE MISSING

Discover Next 9 Premium performance in 
7 environments and the most 
sophisticated features that let 
you focus on speech and know 
where it’s coming from in crowds 
and background noise (where you 
spend ____% of your time). Plus 
enjoy improved awareness of where 
sounds come from and the ability 
to hear in quiet as well as delightful 
music, automatically.

Nothing. You’ve got 
everything you need. 

Discover Next 7 Advanced performance in 
6 environments with a great feature 
that will help you focus on speech 
coming from the front and sides in 
challenging situations, improved 
awareness of where sounds come 
from and the ability to hear in quiet 
situations, plus an automatic 
music program. 

The most sophisticated 
feature to help you know 
where sounds are coming 
from and understand 
conversations in crowds 
and noise. 

Discover Next 5 Standard performance in 
4 environments that includes 
a feature to help you to know 
where sounds are coming from 
and the ability to hear in quiet 
environments.

The ability for the 
hearing aids to focus 
on speech coming from 
different directions in 
noisy situations and to 
automatically engage 
a music program. 

Discover Next 3 The basics in 2 environments. 
Limited ability to adjust 
automatically to accommodate 
multiple listening environments. 

Everything else. 

Discover Next 9 Discover Next 7 Discover Next 5 Discover Next 3

7 environments 6 environments 4 environments 2 environments

Conversation 
in quiet

Conversation 
in quiet

Conversation 
in quiet

Conversation 
in quiet

Conversation 
in noise

Conversation 
in noise

Conversation 
in noise

Conversation 
in noise

Quiet Quiet Quiet

Noise Noise Noise

Conversation 
in a small group

Conversation 
in a small group

Music Music

Conversation 
in a crowd

Totally future-proof hearing aids
If your hearing needs change in the future, you can 
upgrade your hearing aids without having to buy 
a brand new pair with FLEX:UPGRADE.™

Professional care where 
you want it. Welcome 

advice when you need it. 

You’ll love the convenience and freedom to 
choose how you receive hearing care with 

remote adjust. Enjoy professional � ne-tuning 
adjustments for your hearing aids without 

having to go into the clinic.

*For the use of the Remote Plus app, Unitron hearing aids with Bluetooth 
connectivity are required. The Remote Plus app works on Apple smartphones 
with iOS 12 or newer and Android smartphones with version 7 or newer. App 

Store badge is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other 
countries. Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC. **The PartnerMic is meant to be worn by the person 

you are having a conversation with.

TV Connector

Enjoy easy wireless connections to 
your favourite tech to watch shows 
and movies in high-quality stereo 
sound. With the TV Connector, the 
volume is comfortable for you, and 

everyone else watching too. 

Need more help in challenging listening 
situations like meetings or conversations in 

noise or over distance? 

Ask your hearing healthcare professional if a Roger™

device could be a good � t for you.

Elevate your 
experience with 

accessories

Feel con� dent using and caring for your new hearing 
aids thanks to timely tips and advice sent directly 

to you with coach.

And share impressions on how your hearing aids 
are performing in the real world to help us quickly 

address issues and further personalize your solution. 

All this – plus the ability to control your hearing aids 
– is at your � ngertips with the Remote Plus app.*

PartnerMic

This lapel-worn** microphone 
is ideal for one-to-one 
conversations in noisy 

environments or at a distance. 

Remote Control

Discreetly adjust volume 
and switch programs at 

your convenience.

Feel con� dent using and caring for your new hearing 
aids thanks to timely tips and advice sent directly 


